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AnS'1'I~i\CT 
c'LOW DIRECTION t-tEASUItE.:·1EHT CRITERrr~ i\.ND 
TECHNIQUES PLf>.NNED FOR THE 40- flY no·~/ 
·80- BY 120-FOOT \-;T.UD TUUNEL 
INTI!!GRATEO SYS'rEl·1S 'rESTS 
Peter TOr.3 Zell 
June 1905 
1\ ztud.y \\l'az p(i.:for:med in order to develcp the cri.!:cri.c. 
fur the Gelectio~ of flo~ di~action indic~tor9 far UGC in 
. thr~ X~tc9r:lteQ. 8ynt.G.!n.a 'rest& (IS'l's) of th~! 40~· b;r aG~·/&\')··· 
by' 120-Poot ~~illd 'i'lmncl Systc-m. The yrobl.;:ms, requirer;,:!fI U.J 
e;na liliiitnt.i.ons ci: f.lc~·; :lir.ection mGc~Sllrert~cnt in this \d.t:,:·; 
tl1nnel \"';:i:~ inve~;tigatcd. The.: loca::ic.:ns and types c'::; flov 
direction meaBurcments planned in the facility vere then 
discuz~ed. A review of current rnethodn o~ flo~ direction 
mCZ:5Urc.'1",cnt \lCl~ made and the most sui t2.bl.c tcchniqu<1 ~or 
each location waG chosen. A flow direction vanQ that 
'::~ml?l\)ys u Hall Ef!:ect Tran5ducer was then developed and 
evaluated for application during the ISTs. 
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In 1979, rnodificationa were begun on the Nl\SA 40- by 
SO-Foot t-1ind Tunnel located at Ames Research Center in 
Calift:lrnia. The test section flow speed 'It'as incn~asef:': from 
200 to 300 knots with the installation of a new lOO-HH fan 
drive system. A new 80- by l20-foot test ~ection wind 
tunnel capable of flow spe~ds of 100 knotc was also built 
in the fc,rm of e. nonreturn l(~g t.hat \otas gr.aft:ed onto the 
40- by nO-Foot Hind Tunnel at a 45-degx'ec angle just. ahfc)aQ 
of the drive section (Figure 1). 
In 1982 moeifications were cornpl.et:(;d cUld the tmll1C18 
each begc1n a net of checlt-out tcct:3. Dur iug a test in the 
00- by 120 mode of operation an accident occurred involving 
the failure and c"llapse of a turning vane cascade. The 
investigation of the accident and the resulting design 
reviews of all com90nents of the facility have shown that 
flow direction is Ci.n irr~portant structural as well as aero-
dynamic design par.ameter. 
Several components of the wi~d tunnel have been found 
to require flow a~ignment consideration. A well-aligned 
airstream in the test r,""!ction is mandatory to a::;sure data 
quality. Structucal loading of turning vane cascades is 
sensitive to f1o~ that is not entering and exiting at the 
1 
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proper ang1G (Reference 1). The performance of the large 
atmospheric inlet (E'ig'ur.e 2) and the structural loading of 
the tunnEl walla depend on the direction of the wind 
(Reference 2). The fan drive efficiency depends on onset 
f10Vl condi tiona and exit swirl (Reference 1). 
Purpose. of Stud.y 
A study w&s done to develop the criteria for Gclection 
of flow direction indicators for use in the 40- by 80-/80-
by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel Integrated Systems Tests (ISTs). 
This taok required an evaluation of th€l flow angl1larit~' 
that exists in this type of \';ir:.d t~'nncl facility. Prob-
1ems, requi~c~cntD and limitations of flow direction 
rneu:J:lrement. at the various leGations in the \<TinG. tu.nr~:;,l. 
\,wre investigated. '1'he current methods of flew dL:ection 
measl:o:rert'.ent 'IJera then s!::udied, and the final task ".ra!' to 
deterrr'ine \/hich methods of flow direcdon measurement best 
suit pach locution in the wind tunnel. 
Flow direction is seldom measured outside of the test 
Dection of ; wind tunnel. circuit flow angularity mcas-
urements done because of structural conce!:ns is new. Flow 
misalignment outside of the test section has typically been 
ignored because the structure waD designed with conser-
vative load entimates. Ho~cver, as a wind tunnel gets 
larger und materials get more expensive, the structure mu~t 
be designed closer to load limits and flow direction 
becomes critical. Flo·.., direction measurements around the 
2 
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entire flow path of the r.angley 4- by 7-Hetar t'lind Tunnel 
\'1ere dona dUl"ing effori:a to improve the aerodynareic per-
fOr.I!'!ance of the f.~.cility (Reference 3l. 
Integrated s~terna Test Desc~ption 
Before the 40- by. BO-/80- by 120-Foot Wind Tuhnels can 
begin research testing, they must each be put through a set 
of start-l1rJ tests. These tests \1i11 assur.e that each 
component of the facility ia structurally scu:'ld. struc-· 
tt:ral and aerodynamic loads must be close to predi.cted 
levels. Baseline information about the facility ttill be 
gatncred in order to document tunnel pf.!rformance and t.o 
assure research readiness. These start-up tests on tbe 1,0-
b1 80-/80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnels are called the 
Integrated Syst:et1s Tents (IS'.l?s). The ISTs a~e flch8rh.llf:d t:o 
occur dur.ing 1986 ar.u 1987. 
Flow direction will be measured at various locat!o~s 
in the wind tunnels during the ISTs. Flow misalignment is 
an import.ant parameter that affec:ts data quaL. ::'1 J.n the. 
test section, structural loading of the turning vane CQG-
cades and walls, and the performance of the fan drive ~nd 
atmospheric inlet. 
Problems, Lirni_~tions a~ R~:':L~i..;-.!"-:'!!y::~ .. l'I.ts 
of Plow D1rection Measurement 
Several factors mu~t be considered when ~hoosing or 
designing a flow direction indicator for use ~t a certain 
location in a large-scale, su~sonic wind tunn~l. Consid-
3 




eration mU3t be givon to the type of flow direction 
mcasure!"nent that i~~ required, the physical mak3up of the 
indicator and suppor.t, the indicator accuracy and meas-
urp.mant range, and the indicator calibration. Thought must 
also be given to hO\>T data t..rill ba collected "lOd trans-
mitted. 
T"t.'o types .")f flow directiol'lmeasurementa are m<.\de. 
Long time average rneasurements are done when the flow angle 
changes very little with ti~e (essentially steady state). 
The second type is to measure 110\<1 flo~1 angle changes \,11 th 
time. For the second case, the £requency of the change in 
£10\., angle is an importa.nt parameter to consider \r,'hCJ'l 
choosing un indicator. 
'l'ha size of· ~1 ElmO' direction indico::.to:: Iload {.:o m~aHm~c;. 
unste.ady f10\7 anglo depends em th.:! si;:e of the eddies ttl&t: 
cause the angle fluctuation. In large, open channels the 
eddl€!s mar be fifty feet in diru."Tleter {1r.il€: behLn.::1 a t.urning 
vane cascade the eddies may be merel~' inches in diameter. 
To obtain approximately an instantaneous flow direction 
measurem..:!nt, the vane si~e must be smaller Ulan the eddy' 
size and the response time must be as fast as the eddy 
pas3ing fr.equency. 
The size of the 40- by 80-/80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel 
leads to some special problems. Instl:umentation must be 
• 
mounted at great heights in order to s~mple centerline 
tunnel flow. This problem sometimes leads to the con-
struction of tall, complex mounts or rigid boo~s to avoid 
~;r1 I::.-l .. '; ~ J ' •• ~", •• ;.-_; • 
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deflections that will misalign the probe with respect to 
the tunnel centerline. Instrumentation must be installed 
outside the flow disturbances caused by these mounting 
structures. The method of traveraing a probe across a wind 
tunnel has been used to evaluate the flow in smaller wind 
tunnels (Reference 3i. This process becomes more difficult 
as the wind tunnel spans increase. Many fixed ponition 
probes can he used to get a flow direction profile across ~ 
tunnel. Care must be taken to as~ure that 3pacing is not 
so coarse that significant effects are missed, and that the 
probe mount is rigid. 
Flow direction indicators must be rugged in order to 
survive the ha:ards in a large-scale, subsonic wind tunnGl. 
Pm:t:icle cr;mtamination of the flo~" from many sources cC.n 
clog, jam or break \'lintl tunnel instrurncntc.tion. Other 
possible hazards are vibrations and the process required to 
mount tha indicator5 at great heights. 
The fueasuremant range of flow direction indicators 
varies greatly with tunnel location and flow conditions • 
In a test section th~ steedy or unstendr flow angle may 
var'l .:to. 5 degree::; a~Jay from the tunnel centerline and must 
be resolved to ±O.l.degrees. The average flow direction 
around a turning vane cascade may vary as much as +S 
degrees and must be measured with a resolution of +1 
degree. E:cterior winds can be blo\.;ing from any direction 
at a given time and may only require to be resolved to +5 
degr.ees. 
5 
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F10t'! direction i.ndicators for usc in a la:&:ge-scale, 
subsonic wind tunnel should be accurate,and able to operat~ 
at low flow zp~eds. For example, when the test section 
flow speed of the 40- b~' 80 ~Fv0t ~1i.nc.l Tunnel is 100 knots, 
as it will be at the start of the !ST, the flow speeds in 
other portions of the wind tunnel t.,ill be as 10~1 as 10 
knots. Valuable data can be lost if the flow direction 
i.ndica tor's veloc i ty range does not. extend 10';-1 enough. 
Calibration of flo\<I direction indicators is generally 
done prior to installation. 'Ins' in.:iicators are then t1SC<' 
and recalibrated periodlcally. Due to the larg(~ mlmber ()f 
indicators required to cover large areas, th~ indicator 
mounting heights <!1nd the difficult.y imrolvi.':!(1 in aligning 
the indicators ~'li th (! refCl:ence lin(~, X'ccalibration is nrf' 
an easy task. 1\ floH directior. indicato~: that. rc:ma.l.1".~; 
calibrated for long periods of time is desired. 
Data will hav~ to be transmitted great di~tances 
during the ISTs of the ~O- ~y 90-/30- by 120-Foot Wind 
Tunnels. '1'he form that this data i:1 transmi i:ted in mnst· b~ 
GonsidE:red. Long lengths of pres::;ure tubing \<lill do.mp any 
pressure fluctuations and average the data. If the tubing 
is shortened by placing a pressure tranGdu=er close to the 
mea.:mrement location, the problem of signnl 11oi.se due to 
long lengths of \.,ire occurs. Fib~l: 09dcs has '2.ffie;:ged .as a 
solution to these problems. Voltage £:igna.ls can be sent '15 
digical light pulses across large distances with n~ signal 
noise problcrr.s. Another method thai:. has been E.'cl1ployt'!d =:0 
6 
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reduce the diotnnca probl.em 10 to usc a r:licrccomilutor to 
collect tho d~t~ near th~: measuroment location .. 
~et FloLDirection HOIl!lllrement5 
'reot Section Flow Ang,ulClri ty Hf.'ll1surernent 
The test sectlon is tho ruOf.>t important. lccation to 
I 
have steady aligned flow in n wind tunnel. i\chio\1ing good 
flow in the test section i:3 the object of imp"Coving t.hc.l 
aarod~'nrunic performance of other portions of the \.lind 
tunnel. Flow misalignment i~ the test section will affect 
the quality of tho data obtai.ned from modeln. I, :It.c:.dy 
flow <'!ogle al:la~' frem the t.:cmtcrline \·"il1 cnllse crroneOUft 
rendingo from balances. A fluctuating £10\1 <.\0',11(1 will hc;U(! 
the smtt~ aff.ect unO. may also C;)'llse dynamic ot,:-uc\;urul 
loading problems. 
A 5t~ndard for acceptable flow angulurity in the 40-
by 80-/60- hy 120-foot test sections haa been established 
(Reference 4). Locutions were chosen along the tunnel 
centerline, 1/4 of the test section span to the loft and 
right of the conterlina and just above the floor nt the 
center Clf the turntable. 'rhese locatlons correspond to 
areas where most model testing is dono. The longitudinal 
and lateral flo\" direction variation from centerline must 
be within ,:to.S degrees. 
Law frequency, 1 Hz or loss, changes in flow angle 
nuwt also be moaRIJ.':ed. 'rhis type of flow angle v:s.ri.ation 
has beEn called "meander." Meandering of the flow occurred 
i 



















during the initial chack-out af the 80- by 120-foot tast 
aaction. 
Turninq Vane onset ~nd Outflow 
Angular! tx l-lCngUrmnen~ • 
Flow angle ~hend of ~ turning v~ne caacade must b~ 
known in ordor to cn1clllatc lift and drag lo~ds on tho 
entire cascade and the indh·iduaJ. vnnes. Steady flow 
entering at tho wronq angle may incrQQs~ the pressure loss 
of the turning vane; cascade and reduce the speed of the 
f10\o1 in the test section (Reference 1 j • Unstol.ldy flo~' 
angle I,lay cause dynamic lC:lds th.at threaten structural 
intcgri ty. 
Outf1o~direction from turnin~ vane ca~cade5 will be 
me,1sured at several loc3t.i.oan d·,.u:ing the IS:'z. An avcr~tge 
turning angle of the enti=e tu~"ing vane cas=ade is 
desired. Qutflo\<l clircctlon cr)\.~pl";Ct t.,it~h oncat flo';1 
direction affects the magnitude of the loadc on the turning 
vane cascade. Aerodynl.:mic testin,;} of smaJ.l-sl.!alc turning 
vanes and structural nn.:;.l~lsis has df~termineCl the ma:.:lriiUl11 
flow angle ranges to maintain loads .:It a onfe It.w'el. 
Fan Drive On!!et and outflow l\nqularity 
Measurement 
Plow direction entering and exitin~ the fan drive 
system will be measured. Pan performance is ~ffected by 
the entering flow. Misaligned and nllRtcady f:CW9 have the 
ability to stall and damage a fan drive Sy9tC~. E~ce53ive 
s\·lirling of the ex!. Hug flc;., from a fun dri va affects the 
a 
performance of tho diff:uGor uftor the fan drive and may 
cauoa loads on tho neKt turnJng vune caacade to be 
.increnoed. A high owirl also is nn indication that stator 
bladcsmuy be overloaded and need to ba adjusted. 
F.xtorior Hind Direction 
.. - . 
Atmospheric "lind condition3 will be measured dUl."ing 
the IST of each wind tunnel. Wind velocity and direction 
change with t:et.;pact to timo ~:ill be obt ... inec.l. External 
wind c~n affect the quality of tho flow in the tent cection 
of ttH~ 80- by 120·-Poot Wind Tunnel ~ The performo.ncQ of. the 
}'1'11ct contructicn and inlet ilow treD.trn~nt systcns e.'~pE:m(is 
on th~ dlre~tion of the wind (Reference 2). Wind pross~res 
on t.h~": North and South Hu.lls O"igurt"l 1) of tlH2 <:'0- by 80--
Foot i'lind Tu.nnGl have emnrged <Hl t'l. possible problem" '1"-:10:':0 
pr.c~:Ju.~es may !:x; adding tC) the internally gcne.r:3,I:ed f)7.·(~~;-~ 
sure~, thus causing a structural co~carn. 
Current Methods of Flow Direction 
. - -- ~------Hea5uJ:ement 
pj;~.~ti0.EEl PreS8Ul."C Probes 
Directional presnllr~ prob(~s are the:! most common 
il'lstruments used to lne3sure flo\-,' direction in ·:me or.' t\>,'O 
directions. Ther.e are many different shapes and sizes of 
directional pressure probes with a variety of ungle ranges 
that can be purchased com."1\ercial1~;{ (R(!ference 5) or con-
struct9d. These simple, rugged indicators all operate on 
the principloi! t.hat there is a distribution of pres!,ure 
9. 
r 
, . I ,. 
~ 
around 11 body inunersed in a moving o.irstrewn. Flo\~ tli1g1e 
is obtainnd by measuring the dif.ference in prOGsure between 
two or more surface holes (orificca~ located symmetrically 
on eithor side of the prob'i!'s streatrlwisc axis. This dif-
fercnce in pres~ure is a function of flow engle. 
Th·:;, performance of n directional prezoura probs 
depends O~ its overull size and orifice configuration. If 
n point measurement is d~sircd, a small probe with orific89 
closely spaced is required. A small probe is also used if 
the ind.icator's disturbance of the flow is of concern. 
Probes with large orific~ si~e and spacing can be used in 
large, steady, uniform flows where indicator diaturb~nC0 o[ 
the flow has negligible effect. These indic~torD are SCD-
sitive to velocity and pre~sure gradients ana ~hculd be 
si:ed to minimize this effect. 
'The pr.esHure differ.~ncc betvicen t\'fO orificcs or <l 
directional prcasure probe is dependent on the dynalTi!.c 
pregsure of the flow. For this reason, a measurement of 
total preS3ure is generally made at the ~easurement 
location. Pressure difference is then divided by the local. 
dynamic pressure to obtain a nondimensional qu~ntity, ~p/Qr 
at each flow angle. 
Calibration of n directional pre~sure probe must be 
donl.1 ill a flowutreari1.. The sta.ndard cBlib::-ation procedure 
is to meeGure pressure differences through a rnnge of 
angles. The probe is then inverted (turncd 180 degrees) 
and rotated again through the same angle range. Comparison 
10 
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of the two CUrVCfi yiolds 0 cQlibr~tion curve. (Ap/Q versus 
flOt': anglo) that i~ independent of any r:.onerI'iJ11etry of the! 
probe. Calibrations of this t.ypo of indicator are gen-
erally infrequent. 
The threshold voloei ty ",f directional pressure probes 
as g.tven by Bryer .:tnd Pnnkhlir~~t (Reference 6} can bG uS 10", 
as 1.5 rn/s. The response and threohold veloci t~r of Co 
pressure instrument depend5 on factors such 3D the size and 
type of tubing used and the configurat:.ion of the indicator 
(Reference 7). For more detailed information on direc-
tional pressure probo performance, calibration, 
configurations and ccnstruction consul~ Ref8rences Gr , 0, 
and ~. 
Free-?ral~in~~ 
Flow dir.ection van8C that rot~tc to follow the ai~-
5treaR have been used for some time in flight testing, wind 
tunnel testing and atmospheric \.;ind applicati cns. {'lhen the 
vane eXpGrieilCes a change in flOvl direction, a lift force 
is generated on the fin. '.rhis force causes a torque that 
overcomes nny shait bearing or angle transducer friction 
and aligns the fin \'lith the airstream. Fre-e-trailing f10t .. 
direction vanes ha'Je bl,en shmm to be effecti,,"e in meas-
uring changes in flow angle of as low as 0.02 degree5 over 
a cOfL)pletc 360 degree rotation in both steady and unsteady 
condftions (References 10, 11, and 12). 
'~:he flo\l angl-=:: meauured. using this type of inc1ica,to)~ 
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from s. single, linear cc.libration CUI:VO 10 generally the 
only datu reduction that ia required. Flow dit'oction vaneg 
provide Q single cauaurement (direct) means .of obtaining 
flo\,1 angle. HOtmvar, t\'lO vanes are required to make flow 
direction fM!Cl8Urementa in two directions. 
Pree-tt'Cliling £10\'1 direction vanes are corrunercially 
available (Reference 13) and easy to calibrate. Static 
calibrationu can be done using a device that holdo tho fin 
at 'larious angles. 'A'his type of indicator is mechanica.lly 
simple but does ha~le moving parts that have the potential 
for bind.ing. 
Fl:"O{LF0t::££_~~ 
Steady and nnnteady flo", nngles have bGen h1.eaom:ec. 
ue5.n~r ~1 fi;md \?aae mov.nted on a strain gauge.d ba.a.."'1. When D. 
fiy.ed vane or h't:edge probe" is inserted into an airst.J:c<lm 
that is cmgJ.ed "'ith respect to the [robe ccnterline, .~ lift 
fcr(!c is generated. Thc force has 1: ~en shown to be propor-
tional to the flm: angle and velocity head. 
Craoko (Reference 14) has developed a fixsd vane for 
measuring the airstrc:run angle from an aircraft. This inc1i:... 
cator has an output that is proportional to force and 
airstream an9,le over a ±7.5 degree range. It has the 
advantage of high r~sponse (about 200 Hz), ruggedness: no 
Iiluving parts and shlple data collection electronics. This 
type of indicator also has an angle resolution equal to its 
alignment uncertainty and can be continuously traversed. 
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measurenent include a dependence on velocity head, the lack 
of cOIr.mercin! avnilability und problems with zero drift and 
da:nping. 
ora.? Force AnemoI,nete1" 
A drag forco anemometer tlor}:s on tho same principlf.! as 
a fixed vane on a strain gauged haem. T'ao small, :;~ectangu-
lar plates with t:>train gauges bonded to their ~urfaces 
measure steady and unsteady flow angle as wall as high 
frequency turbulence intensity. The moving fluid e~:crts a 
force on the small plates that is proportional to the 
output of the strain gauges. One small plate is aligned 
parnllel to the airstream and has an output thct i5 prcDo~-
tional to flow angle and velocity haad. The other plat0 i~ 
aligned normal to the flot·.] and has un output. thnt i~ pre-
portienal to :iU5t velocity head. Dlvi.nioa ef the t\'10 
outputs rel3ults in an instantaneaUll measurer~cnt of flml 
angle (Reference 15). 
Krause and Fralick (Reference 15) have developed a 
drag force anarnom·9ter that will measure stead~' and unstead~' 
turbofan inlet flo~l angles. This indicntor can mea~urc 
steady flow angles over a ±40 degree runge, is rugged 
compared to hot wires and films, and requires simple data 
collection electronics. Negative features are that this 
probe iH difficu.lt to align and is not commercially avail-
able. The output ha~ zero drift and ringing problems in 
certain applications and two channels of information are 
required to obtain a single flow angle measurement. 
13 

















1>. lascl' velccimeter mea~ures the average flot;: veloc! ty 
of small particles in thc flow at e point and hus the 
capability of scanning very lar1c ~rcas. The laser veloci-
meter that is of interest tor 1ST applicatien has a 2Q-
meter range and is capable of meazuring two orthogonal 
components of velocl ty (ncferencc 16). Thc::e tHO or tho-
gonal components of veloei ty can be reduced in to f10\;7 
direction and a flow direction map can be generated for the 
area of interest. 
The laser velocimetcr is a co:nple:,: instrur.1.cnt 
requiring skilled operators. Long 3urvey times are 
required and particle seeding of the flow !~ required if· 
natural seeding i~ not adequato. 
Tufts and Flow Visuali:ation 
If a qualitative flow direction trend is all that is 
required and visual contact with the ~rea of i~tErest is 
possible, tuf~s and ether f:O!.4nS of f1.0;-1 vi.sualization are 
an altornative. Tufts, smoke and oil flew visualization 
have been used extensively during small-scale aerodynamic 
test.s of components of the 40- by 00-/80- b1' l20-Foot. t~.ind 
Tunnel. 
These inexpensive methods have been applied in ~everal 
ways. Tufts attached to wa1.13 or wires that s9an a flow 
channel have been photographed with a strobe for lighting. 
The resulti.ng multiple-exp,-:nuri~ photcgra.ph consists of 
several overlapped images of the tuft. If the tuft images 
i;.~------'---"'-"- _._-_.-- ----.--------.--. 
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are D,ll aligned, the flat·] angle is steady. Misaligned 
images indicate unsteady flow direction. 
S14Ooko str€:am9 introduced into the flow qive a good 
indication of the airstream direction. Full scale, three-
dimensional effects cmn be captured en videotape for later 
viewing. If an arca of interest can be coated with a 
viscoug oil, the flow patterns give an indication of the 
flo", direction. Oil flm'1 patterns remain after tht;; flo .. , 
stops and can then be photographed (Reference 17). 
Hot Hirc3 and Film Anemometers 
.. .. 
Hot wires and film are capable of m~a9uring instun-
t.::;.nco:.lS ~lot-l· veloci tiG;s. This method '.-101:):':5 on tha 
principle that when a heated wire or thin film is placed in 
,'lll <.d.rntrearI!. 1. t 1.$ cooled and i tn electr lcal reId at~:nG2 
dClcreescs. 'lWo perpendicular \-lires or films call r.lC;<.lSU);~ 
instantaneous flow direction (Ref~rence 18). 
The output of a hot wire or ~ilm is very close to a 
point measurement. This high response (0 to 30,000 az) 
flow direction indicator can be rapidly traversed and is 
nearly insenGitiv~ to velocity gradients. Some of the 
dra':ibacks of thiD method are comple~ calibrations, the 
requirement for a highly skilled operator, and the delicacy 
of the probes. 
RCSU;'.t:.S and Conclusions of Study 
Several factors influenced tho selection of flow 
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l"JincJ. Tunnel 1ST. Illdicatorn that. are cormercially avall-
able or simple to construct Vlere chosen because of time 
constraints. Probes that could be used at mora than one 
location!.n the \·]ind tunnel wet'e chosen to simplif1 dati.~ 
collection equipment requirements. Large indicators that 
are rugged, easy to calibrate and easier to align with the 
tunnel centerline vIera selected. 'l'hc flow direction indi-
cat~rs that \..,e1:e picked for use can measure. angles smaller 
than the angle accuracy of alignment. They are c.lso capa-
ble of measuring how flow angle changes with time up to the 
1'I'.a,drnurn frequenc~' of interest. The cost of pu:"chasing or 
constructing several of these indicators was alao COD-
sio.e::cd.. See 'l'able I for the 04tj?ected condi d,O~l~;i aI1a. f:lc"" 
direction indicators chosen for each mea!;;Ul:'t'!i:r.·.:nt lOc,:d:.ion,. 
Free-trailing flow direction vanes we~c chosen fo~ us~ 
in both of the wind tunnel test sections, 'J.pstrc:m;: ~:.nd 
downstream of turning vane cascades and ahead of the fan 
drive system. These vanes could be construct.(!d at nLOderate 
cost and are of part~cular interest because of their aoil-
ity to measure flow direction independent of flow velocity 
and at ve.ry low flm'1 veloci ties. 
Large two-dimensional a.trectional pressure probes ~lCre 
sele=ted as an alternative at most of the free-trailing 
vane locations. These probas can b~ constructed and cali-
bratcd according to guidelines presented in Rcference G • 
Due to the complexi tl' of the ;,1y.i ting flow frcm a high 
dr&g (separated flow) turning vane cascade and the 
16 
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requirem(.nt for only un average outfloti angle, a rake of 
blo-dimensional directIonal pressure probes was chosen to 
make this measurement. Spacing of the probes should be 
optimi::ed to a ma::imum value to keep the number of probes 
to a r.linimum. 
The laser velocirneter could be plnced in t:he 80- by 
120-foot test section ,iliere no blockage effects exist. Oil 
flow vi suali za tion aroul1d the exi t of the fan dr hre system 
should give a good indication of the exiting swirl angle. 
This technique ~'laS 'successfully used on srnall-flcale tests 
of the fan drive system. Standard meteorological vanes to 
measure the di.rection of the extE.!rior. "lind ',;i 11 . b~ posi-
tioned on an e~dsting \lsather tot-Tel:' locatt,d :;;out.h of the 
inlet to the 00- by 120-Foot Hind Tunnel. 
Pu:&:"pos ,,': of Test 
A set of flow direction indicators waD chosen for 
performance testing. The purpose of the test was to cali-
brate and assess the dynamic response of a group of flow 
direction indicatorn that have possible application in the 
40- by eO-/80- by 120-Poot Wind Tunnel Integrated Systems 
'1'est. 
A directional pressure probe constructad by welding 
stainless steel tubing together and chamfer.'.ng thf.! ends \ .. as 
calibr.ated (Figure 3). '1';118 calibration \!as done in order 
to detarmine whether dircctio~al pressure probes can be 
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cheaply constructed, ef.ficiently calibrelted and still fuJ..·· 
fill performance requirements. 
Flow direction vanes were tested in oI'der to determine 
if static (nc;) flow) calibrations are adequate or if cali-
b=atiolls in moving flo.l must be done. The dynamic response 
characteristics of the vanes were obtained. to document 
unstead~' flcf~" perf:orrnance. The threshold or minimum 
























Vane Response Theor~{ 
Several rese~rchers, have studied the dynamic perfor~-
ance of free-trailing flow direction vanes. Initially this 
work was done to design a more efficient meteorological 
\/ind sensor. I.ater, the requirement to measure aircraft 
incidence, angles in flight brought about a concern ~bout 
vane response. 
MacCready and Jex (Reference 11) define a flow direc-
tion v'ane as a second order system. The motion of ,L forc2Q. 
(i(t» se=ond order systa41 \'Iith danping can be described by 
the mat1'ler.latical rel."!.tion : 
my + c y + k y ~ f( t) 
m is the system mass 
c is the system damping constant 
k is the system spring constant 
This relation can be shown to be: 
y ~. '2 fwn if + wn 2 Y = f ( t) 
N
n 
is the system natural frequency 
f is the damping ratio 
\~hej:e , 
where, 
The damping ratio is defined as the actual damping 
constant of th~ system divided by the critical damping 





































The natural frequency and dumping ratio derived fror.l 
Equations (1) nnd (2) are: 
fk 
wn =Vrn (3) 
f = 2 ~ \;n _ c - ? Vk Tn ( 4) 
MacCrendy and Jex prese:~i;. an experimental methoc for 
determining the response parameters Wn and f for Cl vane • 
The vane i~ held a few degrees off the menn flow directIon 
in a wind tunnel and is then released. This method gener-
ates a step input of flo~ angle to the vane. If the sYDtcm 
is less than critically dareped «(<1.0), the vane will 
overshoot the intended angle and 3 decaying o~ci11at!on 
\'11'11 occur. Dynamic responzc pnramoters can be obt:c1int':!d b} 
recording the tranaient output of the flow angle from the 
vane. 
The transient res~onse (~ Cl second order systen for 
various daMping ratios is shown in Figure 4.:'\ Jumping 
ratio of 1.0 means that the system is critically dal.',J?cd and 
will not overshoot or oscillate. P·:>r danping ra·:::.ios less 
than 1. 0, the system is defined f.S under damped ana. wi 11 
oscillate. Flow direction vane systems are generally 
underdamped. 
The damping ratio for a second order system can be 
derived from the logarithmic relation between two succes-
sive peaks of the respo~sc curve (Figure 4). This relation 
is: "IT! (3 - -... :=,"=r.'.: ={3 Vl·-"i?. 1 0 c' ,. 
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L t3»? f ~ (':;. ~ ~f.:~-6;;;t V 'IT' ,.. 7:;::>. \'/hich yields, 
This equation allows aasy calculation of r fr.om a 
transient response curve (Figura 4). 
Natural frequency for a flow direction vane varies 
linearly with airspe~d. For this reason, a natural wnve-
length (An cr 21fv/Wn) is used instead. The natural 
wavelength ca~ be calculated two ways from the r0SponSQ 
curve. Tll~ natur~l wavelength is related to the damping 
ratio and the distance D (distance for the vane to reach 
50~ of f.3
o
) by the follOHing rGlationship: 
. t) An::: D(6.0 - 2.27, C?C:: Cl: once:: 1~ ~ 
~he second way to detormine ~ is to measur0 the d~mc~d n . 
wav~length ( Ad) from the re!:iponse plot ana calcula t(! .\ n 
from: 
A 11 = A d {l-:p. 
The dapped wavelength of a flow direction vane can be 
interpreted ~s thadistance the air flows past the vane 
during the tim~ it takes the vacc to complete one cycle of 
oscillation dbout the desired angle (Ftgure 4, Reference 
11) • 
The natural frequency and damping ratio nre not clear 
\'1ays of assessing vane dynamic performance. 'rhe settling 




provides a clear measurement of vane performance. The 
settling time i~ defined as the lime required for the vane 
to settle within 2% of the initial offset angle (Figure 4). 
For an underdamped ~ oeeond order syst.en1 the settling time 
is given by: 
4 
"ts ~ {wn 
It is clear that a short settling tim~ is desired. 
( 5 ) 
The vane should respond s"riftly and also reach ehe c1eslred 
angle in the shortest possible time. 
The settling time (er response time) and tbe threshold 
veloci ty aro tht'; t\,J'O ·parameters used to d~~scri be '1.,1"1'.;) 
response. The vane design f~ctor5 that affect tho ~0r-. 
for.m<'.'.Dce put'nmt,:ters nre: the system ma:3s. j:);},ct5.on and tl'l\:~ 
vane fill area. 
In order to d(~crensc. the sett.ling time, t.he V&I1,> 
designer must obtain a high value of the denominator of 
Equation (5) (f:< iv
n
). The natural frequ(;;!ncy ,·Equ~:.t:.ion 
(3» can be incr.eased by decreasing the .s~'stem mu,ss. Th':! 
damping ratio (Equation (4» can be increased by decreasing 
the system mass or by addin~ friction (e) to the system. 
The addition of friction to the underdamped system will 
caune the vane to b(! closer to critically damped 
( -/'::1.0). ( 
The threshold velocity of the vane is th& lowest flew 
velocity required for. the vane to rotate to tha desired 
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force required to rotate the vanc. De~raasing the system 
mans ~ill reduce the requir~d force to rotate the vane. 
Increa~ing the fin area (without increasing the syctem 
maan; will increase the uerodyn~~ic force and reduce tho 
threshold velocity. LOh'ering system friction is also a way 
to decrell~e the flow direction 'lane' 9. threshold velocity. 
A lighbleight vane system is desired for lhlprovcd 
response characteristics. The vane mU3t, however, be rigid 
and have adequate structural int~gri ty. IfmearJUrClllanta of 
flow angle ~re made in the horizontal plane only, the 
countel:w(~ight can be omitted to reduce twight. 
Ta=l~ :3 lists the v'-!ne i:~sponsn parameters and he'l! 
they can be uf:[ectc:d. 
" ~ ; f!t. I!.~j 
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CHAPTER 3 
Hall Bffect Vane Development 
After studying the flm\'.' direction measuremento th<lt 
were planned and the flaw direction measurement methods 
that ~xist, it wa~ decided to design a flow directio~ 
indicator that would satisfy a specific set of requirc-
ments. The requirem~nts for a flo,-; direction indicalor for 
use in test sections ahead of vane seto and the fan drive 
are as follows: 
1. Th<:! indicator must. be etble to meaSUl:e flow anq2.cs 
of ,:::0.5 deg.r..aoa ui th a reGal utio,l of. :to. 1 degr~cn. 
2. 'rhe indicntOl: must have -an angle range of +10 
degrees. 
3. The indicator must be able to operate at flew 
speeds b·;!t'¥leen 5 and 300 knots • 
.;.. The indicatOl: must have simple and rugged con-
struc;tion. 
5. The indicator should have a small amount of GUp-
port instrumentat.ion -and measure flc~:t angle dil:Gctly (no 
complicatf!d data r.eduction). 
6. The indicator should be inexpensive to construct 
and repair. 
7. The indicator should be responsive f:!nough to 
measnre at least a 1 Hz flow angle fluctua..tion. 
24 












The free trailing flow direction vane concept was 
chocen as the measurement method to be used in the design. 
The development was divided into four parts: (1) design, 
(2) construction, (3) test (described in detail later), and 
(4) redesign (described in the conclusions). 
Vane Design 
Tho general configuration of the v~na was the first 
considet"ation. Various e=~perim€:nters (Referencea 10, 11, 
12, 19, and 20) have studied flow direction vane config-
urations. A single fin attached to a shaft has been used 
e~:tensi\'ely for flight tC3ting. The fin is usually coun-
terbalanced by placing a mass on the other side of the 
shaft. Thin countermass balances the v~ne when it is 
re~uired to measure flou dirEctions noi in the horiaontal 
planEi. 
Chooaing the si~e of the fin requireD cO~Bide~ntion of 
several factors. It is ixr.portant to have a light"leight fin 
in order to have a lov: moment of inertia (sys'"cm m.'lss). Ii 
low moment of inertia reducas the re3pcnse time and thresh-
old velocity of the vane. 'rhe fin has to be structurally 
sound as well as lightweight. It must be rigid "md able to 
. withstand aerodynamic loads at the raqui~ed flow velocity. 
A very large fin will have a higb threshold velo~ity 
and settling time due to a large system mnss. A very small 
fin will have a short response time due to a .i. OW moment of 
inertia but a high threshold velocity due to the low aero-
dynamic load~ generated on th~ f in surface. 'J.'hese cma]'l 
--
25 
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aerodynamic loads must OVerCOlliG bearing and transducer 
ft· iction • 
Clearly a comprcmi~e must be made. Barn~ and Crossman 
(R(:ference 12) studied the effect of fin nspect ratio and 
size 011 vane response and damping. They found that a twc-
inch square (AR=l) fin provided the best: opticization 
bet\ieen high damping ;':tnd short response time. Eddy sizes 
larger than the f in \,le~C a~sumed. 
LensqhO\>1 (Reference 10 i, while studying vanes for 
sensing incidence angles of the air from an aircraft, found 
that d:dllin'l hole.s through the fin incrcas~d damping. 1'J. 
hole diameter of U.2 centimeter with & hole Spacing of 
e.bou·\: one c-=n tlmetel:{·/<.tS used. 
'I'he angle trc;.f'.sdncet' selection \-laS the, ne~:t t::'5;';. r.. 
transducer with the desired accuracy and ranga, m!nim~~ 
mechrmical friction, simple Supt;,·ort instrumentat.i.(,;~1, :l 
linear output and 1m.., CC!Jt \!as cebir.~d. Hall Effect: 
Transduc(~rs fultUled all of the above rcquirmnents 
(Reference 21). 
The Hall Effect 'l'ransduccr has an output 'toltage that 
is proportional to the magnetic field strength. The motion 
of a magnet ralative to the transducer causes a variation 
in the strength of the magnetic field and thus a voltage 
, 
variation. 'rhe Hall Ef:ect l?~inciple as applied to shaft 
r.otatiol1 ia ilJ.113trated in J1·5.gn::<?!:i. Several magnet/trans-
ducer configurations were consid~red. The dual magnet 
/{ 
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setu.p yield(~d n linear voltage versus flo\,i angle relation-
~hip for ±lO deg:oes. 
Vane Con!3truct:ion 
------
Three Ilnall r~ffect Flow Direction Vanos" were con-
13'1:.~u,cted for evaluation (F.igure (;). The fins had an aspect 
ratio of 1.0 with an area of four square inches. The fins 
Wf~~O constru.cted out of O.l-inch·-thick balsa ;,..!Oed and. 
attached to a O.la-inch-diameter shaft. Different Gi~G 
holes were drilled through the fins of two of the vanes to 
det.ermine whether thie affects dampJng. 
To .:lv()ld affecting the magnetic field im;:>ingir,g em tlH;; 
Ball Effect Transducer, the wave; Rupport block and all 
.::!ttachm~nt.a WGi"0. conntruc:tc!d cut of nOnfGtT(,!U:1 rcmt~r.-:'tQ,LJ. 
'~hc van.ee w:=rc cOl1st1:u-::t.ed in-holi,sa at a 1m', co::;t (!om~!('.:l'cd 
to the pu!:chac~~ of a cOlmncI:cie.lly available V.?l1G syst.c.r:t. A 
di~grilll of the vane is shown in Figure 7. 
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Experimental System and Proccdurz: 
Test llEParatus 
Wind Tunnel Description 
The l/lOth Scale CO!:lponent 'l'esb~l: Hind 'funnel wail 
constructed to measur<:! two-dimensional ael"odynamic 
performance of turning vane cascade concepts for the 40 by 
80-/00- by 120 Foot Wind Tunnel modification (Rcf9rence 1). 
~'igure (} shaws the three-foot. by t.h=ac-fcot stl:id.gilt 
through channel that is po ... ·ere:d by eo four--foot dL:Ul'l~ter 
ducted multi-blade fan/BOO HP elcGt=ic motor ccmbin~tion • 
ThE) channel haG n ll1<:orim\~m flc\~ fJpc:,ed of a.PJ?!"(J:{im.:l1:E.::l.~· no 
J:ne,ts. The flo~~ speed r-ungc <:l.nd flml1 uni£ormi ty r::ake the 
wind tunnel ideal for a flow direction indicator cali-
bration and performance assessment. 
Test Section Description 
A cut-away view of the test area of the wind tunnel is 
shown in Figure 9. 
A manually adjustable turntable was des!gned to mount 
through the top panel of the test tunnel. The turntable 
could be rotated 360 degrees and positioned at a des~red 
:mgl!? using a a.i8)~ dial nnd vernier I;hat read in si~{-:ni.nute 
graduation3 (Figure 10). Flow direction indicators were 
mounted to the bottom surface of the turntable. 
20 
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A ground planc.~ with a rounded lending edge ,-ras 
inatalled in the test section. The flow direction indi-
cat~rs that 'lere tested praject('ld through an opening in the 
ground plane. The purpose of the ground plane ~-'1~s to 
assure that the indicators were in a uniform airstream 
iaolated from any flow disturbance caused by the mountin.g 
aystem. 
A Pitot probe was installed. in tile floor of the flow 
channel to r.1easure freestream dynrunic pressure. 
A solenoid was modified to axially deflect a shaft 
'''hen nctivated. Thi~ shaft movement was used to release a 
vane-type flot'l c:J.irect.icm indicator. i:rom a pr.e-set off:Jct 
angle in cJrdcl.' to doi.:.f~rmine the dynamic performanc~ of: the 
'Jans. it ~::implC!, 'In/off tog~Jle switch l18.S used. to activate 
the solenoid. 
Da.ta ~ollection Sy"sf:~m Desc:dE.tioll. 
An HF 87 com~uter linked to an HP 3421A Data 
AC(juisi tion/Con trol Jni t \"la3 programml2.d to collect cali-
bration ~nd release test data. All of the data toms stored 
on soft di slr.. 
An o.scillo~co!?e \Jas used to collect dynamic response 
transient outputs from the vane-type flo~'/ direction incii-
cators that were offset and released. A trigger mode on 
the 0scilloscope was used to capture the rapidly changing 
voltage outPllt of tne' released vane's transducer.. Photo·· 
graphs of the screen of the oscilloscope were taken to 
provide a pe~manent record of the data. 
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Indicat~~ _AI ignme n..!: 
All of the indicators tested were aligned with the 
test section centerline using a transit. ':L'his ,vas done in 
part to determine whether 'the static (no flow) alignment 
method could be used with confidence 4uring applications of 
the indicator. The transit also aligned the pases of the 
Hall Ef£ec:t Vanes to assure that the magnet was correctly 
aligned with respect to the sensor (Figure 5). 
Des~ription of Flow Direction 
Indicat~rs Tested 
Directional Pressure "Cobra" Probe 
A directional pressure probe was con~trcct3d out of 
1/ "--inch (outside diarnl~tcr) stai.nlc!3s 5t.~el tUb.i~lg usin~l 
lLl~thods deucribed in Referenct~ 6. The tllb€':s WG:;:'(~ T.:l~~lde;:; 
together and one end of the tube cluster W&s chamfarad ao 
sho~m i.,. Figure 3. The tubas \;ere then bent into a cobrao-
like shape. This type of proba can measure total pressure 
und ymT angle. '1'h8 chrunfered tubGS were attachec1 to a one 
psiG differential pressure transducer to measure yaw angle. 
Eall Effect Vanes 
The three Ball Effect Vane5 described earlier were 
evaluated in the test tunnel. A photograph of the thIee 
vanes, one attached to the turntable mount, is shown in 
Figure 6. 

























A Richardson Vane (Reference 20) v:US tested to provide 
reference response data for comparison to the Hall Effect 
Vane response. The ,rane had a rectangular fin 60 mm wide 
and 120 mm long. An induction colI transducer \",as used to 
sense the angle of the fin. A photograph of the Richardson 
Vane attached to the turntable mount is shown in Figure 11. 
Note on the photograph the solenoid, vane release rod and 
solenoid actuator switch. 
.. 
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Experimental Results and Discussion 
The range of angle that produceu ~ linear angle versus 
output plot wa~ determined fOl: each indicator tested. The 
directional pri;:ssure "cobra U probe had a linear out:put over 
a ±20 degree angle range (Figure: 3). The Hall Effect Vaner. 
wi th the magnet configuration shown in Figure 5 had B. 
linear output fo!." :tlO degrees (Figure 5). The Richardson 
Van(! had a full +180 degree linear range of output du,3 to 
its linear induction coil transducer. 
The nat'ilraJo fre'luencics of the flc-;1 dirc,ction Vi!n~~::; 
are plottca versus air5peed in Figure 12. A high natural 
frequency indicates that the ~attling timG of the vane will 
be 1m... Set:: Chapter 2 for a more cletailed ~:rpl&naticm of. 
vane loesponse th&or:l. The nnturd.l frequsncy increD.s~d in a 
linear fashion wit.h airspeed confi::ming t.he results of 
Reference 12. Hnll Effect Vane ~3 (with D.S-cm dia.mete::: 
holes) had a natural frec:I\H-'!nc~' ap;.Jro::imately 307; higher 
'chiin the ot.her t\lO Hall Effect \'ancs (no holes and O. 2-c:m 
diameter holes). 'I'he vane of simil:lr configuration 
reported by Barna and CrOBsmon (Reference 12) had c natural 
frequency appro~!mately 30~ higher than Vane ~3. ',rh.;, 
R.ichardson van~ teste.d hau natural frequencies 10% lOHer 
than neference 12 and 7% lower than a value measured by 
Richardson (Reference 20). 
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The natural wavelength of the vanes can be calculated 
\'Ihen the natural frequEHlcy ane flow veloei ty arc known. 
The natural wavelength ~l1as plotted versus airspeed foe the 
four vanes (Figu.re 13). The AR 1.0 vane from Reference 12 
had a natural wavelength of 4.2 feet. The shortest natural 
wavelength of the vanes tested \-laz 5.4 feet for Hall Eff(~ct 
Vane \13. 
The damped wavelength can be calculated fro,n the 
damped frequency of the vane. The damped wavelength is tbe 
length of the column of air required to n ..:.e the vC.ne 
through one cycle of oscillation about the desired angle. 
Hall Effect Vane ~:3 also had the shortes'.:. <:i;ul'.pec1 Hu\t:lli2l'.1g th 
of the vanea tested (Figure 14). 
Damping raticEi for the .four valles that \V'erc e·i.'.:~lllatc:a 
ranged from 0.25 to 0.30 (Figure 15). The Barna r,nd 
CrOSBf!!an vanG (AR ~:: 1.0) had a damping ratio of appro::::..-
mate:y 0.4. The RichardElon vane is reported to have 
damping ratios bebieen 0.5 and 0.8. 
Severnl factors could have cause~ the lowGr natural 
frequ~~ncies and damping ratios of the vanes e'\?cJ.l uated. The 
test vanes used different angle trancducers than the refcr-
ence vanGs. The Hall Effect 'l.'ransdu.cers had no meChanical 
friction, which means no rotational damping. The synteI:l 
maGS 0;': the Hall Effect, vanes vms most likely larger than 
the vanes teGted by Barna Clun Crossm,::w (Reference 12). 
Damping ratios report.ed by Richardson (Reference 20) for 
the Ri..chardson Velne were :tOl: vcry small offset <ln91es (1"). 
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The Richardson Vane that was evuluated was released from 
offset angles as high as 20 degrees. 
The lowest measured velocity for the vanes tested WDS 
10 ft/sec. Vanes released at this flo.'1 speed did return' to 
an aligned position. ~bi3 threshold velocity fulfills the 
requirement for IST application. 
The settling time was determined from the natu:-al 
frequency and damping rat~o of each vane eyaluated at an 
airspeed of 150 ft/sec. Vane *3 had the lCW6St settling 
time. The fin settled within 2% of the initial offset 
ang:i..e in 0.083 seconds (Table 3). 'rhis se!:tling time can 
be inverted to obtain a vane response frequency of 12 Ii::::. 
The dynamic performance: of the flo\,1 dire.c'i.::i.cn vaDes 
that H~:::e cvuluated satisfies the requir~ment of. 1 Hz f.or 
1ST appl5.c.!c:ltion b~l a wide m<irgln. These ei::periml';~'i.:al 
results are preuented in order to document the cn~inu~ van~ 
response parameter.s. 
Questions Glbout the test results that warrant further 
investigation include: 
1. Does offset angle (or the operational ungle rnng~) 
of the floll direction vc.ne affect the reapcnse parameters? 
A trend in the data of higher ( and fn for larger offset 
angles brought about this question. 
2. How much would a significant reductio~ in sy~tem 
marlS or art increase in system f:.:iction ir:lprmre the dyntlmic 
perfo.-.:mance? 
II P: "-t:",:_. ,;. 
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3. Do holos in the fin surface improve the response 
by decreasing dampi119 or by onl~t decreasing system ma~s? 
"lall Effect Vane ~ 3 ' . .;1 th. 0.5 cm dial:\cter holas hnd better 
o\lorall dynnmic performance than thC'.: other Hall Effect 
Vanes (no holes and 0.2 em holes). The natural frequency 
(which is ind.epende:lt oi: systemdmnping) of Hall Effect 
V.;ne * 3 was higher, indict.ting 11 lower systc.-n mass. A 
response test of two vanes of e.qu.!11 system mass \\'her0 t)nt~ 
vane has holes and the other has no holes would answer thia 
question. 
4. 'I'hough t.he transit alignment method \.rorked 1.1 C. 
short r~ng~, how cffectivt':! is this methocl at:. ,?,l:oat dis·· 
tances? 
hEplicn\.:.i'~!..2._f_ tho . PE9~otY£t:· 
Hall l~:ttcct:,~q, 
lI:erodynamic testing of a li1S scale mO:lul of the t.<')." 
by 120 -Foot ~Hnd 'l'unnel i nJ.et (Figure 2) provided un 
opportun.i ty to t.est: a prototype Ball Effect Vane as n 
research tool. Horitontnl traverses were being made ~cra9D 
the test section portion of a lil5 sca1e ,dnd tUIIn<::l :u.0dt~1 
to measuro nny possible flow angle variations due to inlat 
modification. h hot wire cross p~obe was being used to 
perform this m~asur~~cnt. 
The hot wl.re begi:m indicnt.ing appro:drnntcly t..10 
degrees of flow engle change fram one si~e of tho test 






prototype Hall Effect Vunes on the t~aversing rig 
(Figure 16) to check the hot wire cros~ probe. 
The vane and support were fitted \'1i th a strerunlinocl 
shroud and mounted on the traversing rig. Accurate 
alignment of the vane with the tunnel centerline was not 
done because on change in flow angle ' ... as ~ll that \'.as 
!:equired. A onc~-Uz low-pans :Hlter '\i;as used on th\! output 
which was recorded on an X-y plotter Cf!ow angle versus 
location) • 
The Hall Effect Vane mensured small scale flow nngln 
\Tar iation (j:Q. 5 degrees) but sho\>lcd no overall flc~' angle 
var.\c-.tion ft'r.m\ C:le cidc: 0:;; t.he tun,1el to t.hc othe:-
(Fig~\rc 17). The: data fl."om the Bu.ll }~ffC:K!t V,H10 could. );::= 
confil'med br ,':.'etchi.ng the pesi 'Cion of the \'",Ul.e as :i. i: t.n~-
versod th~ cbllnnel. The Vtl~H: replaccdi:hc hot \Jj:~~ tot.' 
several mo~ths in the application. It proved dur~blnr 







F1Q~ direction measurement locations and indicators 
for' possible use in the 40- by 80-/80- bi' 120-}'cot Hind 
Tunnal Integrated Systems Tests (1ST) were studied~ Con-
ditions at various locations in the facility were examined 
ar.d then compared to the performance .:lnu specificat5.(."'\n~ of 
variot's methods of flow direction mf~aSu.rernent. The best-
suited tcchniquas were then chosen for each tunnel locution 
(Tablt;~ J.). 
A free-trailing vane flow direction indic~tor wuo 
cle~:i.gnc'd to fulfill requirC:.!ncr,ts ror flew (!i,,:-.:;ction m;~Ur;"­
l~emenc in the test section und ahead of tho vnnc ~BtE ~n~ 
filn drhrc ~\f the 40 .. by 80-/80- by 120-l:"'oot Wi.l1d '1'ur)):i".':'l,:~. 
The indicator utilized a light~J'ci9;lt balsa ,",ood vnna 
atti!chad to a shaf ~. A Hall Eff(-;ct 'l'rnnsducur was I),sod to 
rneasm:e the vane shaft ~ngle. 
A flow direction indicator performance CSSC9sment test 
was conducte.d in « three-foot by three··foot \'lind tun:<el. 
Thr(!e configurations oJ the Hull Effect Vane r a RichuxdBcn 
Va,~e and ;l "hon"'~l11<:tde I' tIi rectiona1 pres~nre probe were c',)'al-
uated. '~he v'anes were evaluated in order to measure \.~ase 
of calibrat.ion and. olignment, dynamic response and thresh-
old velocity-, The dir'ectional pressure prob~ \ .. as cv~:l\lab,~u 
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nngle measurement perforhlancc of this indicator was not 
studied. The r6spcns~ of n directional pressure probe 
depends on factors other than the probe configuration, such 
as the length and diameter of the tubing used. 
The directional pressure "cobra" probe that was eval-
uated proved to be I'l simple, inexpensive way to meu~ure 
stc.:-.dy £10\-: angle. '1'he p:cobe had <l linar..r output versus 
flow angle over a +20 degree angle range (FilJ1.lre 3). Cobt'.::. 
probes for use in the wind tunnel should be constructed 
with cure. The chalufcred end and ol'ifices should be 
prepared by the method£ discussed in Reference G. The 
calibration of e~ch indicator should also be done with the 
indicator inverted in order to cancel out any effects 
caused by aSY'.l.matry of the probe. An inuic:ator aL~s;nm8.\~t. 
method should be Qc:signed into the pr':Jbe support E..,y::::em. 
The rST requirament:s f(.}r a flo\'i direction vaI't! clesilJn 
\\'ere J isted at the lJeginning of Chapter 3, ~'he HaD. E(f~ct 
Vane hlS fulfilled most of thone rc~uiremcnt9. The vane 
system has si:nplc support instrwr,entatlon and. linear voJt-
age 01lt!?ut ver:.lUS flo\~ angle for ±:lO degrees. The vane .w.s 
relatively in~:pcnsive to conatr~ct and with careful con-
sideration during u design iteration, it should be caDy to 
repair, adjust and align. 
The vune was found to have a settling time of 0.083 
seconds. This r.epresents n frequency of app!.'oximately 12 
Hz, well above the required 1 H::. 'Ene flall Effect Val'H~ \'"a:! 
inotalled i~ a rc£carch test Bnd proved that it could 
Q ... , -"-'" ............ -...... _--_._--_.-._ ..... . I. 'I!":~'-
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resolve 0.5 degrees of flow angle. The vane also measured 
flow angle fluctuations well above 1 Hz. 
Befol'C the Hall Effect Vllne is used in n research 
&pplication~ another design iteration should be done. A 
lint of recommendations and tasks for the iteration 
f:ollows: 
1. 1',dd fr ictiol'~ to the system to increase the damping 
ratio <1> and Qccre~se the amount of overshoot. 
2. Construct the vane out of lighter materials in 
order to improve the settling time ets) and the threshold 
velocity of the vane. 
3. Design a fully adjustable magnet/Hall Effect 
Tl:'ansduccl' holder foz.: the inclicntor in order to d.mplify 
cnlibr:atiol1 • 
~. Desig!l a ccmp<lct, modul~r aYi7·tem so a ,Tane! 
tl:a.nsducer elc.'iwnt call. be positioned to Ir.casure horizontal 
or vertical floo1 an~lc and if defecti ve ~ can be replaced by 
an identical clement. 
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Schematic of the 40- by 80-/BO- by 120-Foot 
"lind Tunnel at NF.SA June.s Research Center 
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Transient Hespon::::e of a Second order 
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The HClll EffGct principle App15.:~d 
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Flow Direction Vane Da~ped Wavelengths 
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Vane Responne Parareeters 
------------~--.------, 
VANE RESPONSE PARAHETERS - SUHMARY 
1. Sett'ing Time (t~) (or response time) 
... . 
Definition: the time required for the vane to settl(-: 
within 2% of the initial offs~t angle 
Desire: a low value 
How to obtain a low value: 
a. Decrease the system mass to incre~se the natural 
frequency anc} damping ratio. 
h. Incr.ease the syste.'1\ friction fo inc:~c,:tt.c th:-: 
cb.ntping ratio closer to 1.0. 
2. Throshold Velocity 
Def ini tion: thE) lO;<l03St flo .... ' ~J·:~loc.i ty rcqul~~c!d to 
70t.ate the vane to the desires angle 
~eR.ire: a 10.,1 value 
Em, to obtain n 10\11 value: 
<It Decrease the cyst0.m mass to reaut~e t.he: ~4e-rodyn:udG 
force required to rotate ~le vane. 
b. Increace the fin area C\'lithout increa~ing nystc,;n 
mass) to decrease the aerodynamic force required 
to rotate the vane. 
c. Decrease system friction to decrease thQ 
aerodynamic force required to rotate the vane. 
-_ .• _--_._-_._---
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Flow Direction Vane Settling Til-Ilea and. 
Response Frcquancieti 
,------- ... _--
to (fiec) i (Hz) 
Richc\rdson Vane 0.172 5.3 
Hall Effec-: V;;.ne ~l O.l:~G 7.9 
Hall Effect Vane ~2 0.118 6,5 
Hall Effect Vane vJ 0.003 ~.2. \i 
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